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Abstract
We propose a non-universal U(1)′F symmetry combined with the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model. All anomaly cancellation conditions are satisfied without exotic fields other than three right-handed
neutrinos. Because our model allows all three generations of chiral superfields to have different U(1)′F
charges, upon the breaking of the U(1)′F symmetry at a low scale, realistic masses and mixing angles in
both the quark and lepton sectors are obtained. In our model, neutrinos are predicted to be Dirac fermions
and their mass ordering is of the inverted hierarchy type. The U(1)′F charges of the chiral super-fields
also naturally suppress the µ term and automatically forbid baryon number and lepton number violating
operators. While all flavor-changing neutral current constraints in the down quark and charged lepton
sectors can be satisfied, we find that the constraint from D0−D0 turns out to be much more stringent than
the constraints from the precision electroweak data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The U(1)′ symmetry exists in many extensions of the Standard Model (SM). It can arise from
a grand unified theory based on SO(10) or E6 [1–3]. In the presence of fermions or Higgs bosons
with non-standard SM charges, a non-unifiable U(1)′ symmetry can also exist [4]. In addition,
the U(1)′ symmetries abound in many low energy effective theories of the string theories [5]. If
the U(1)′ breaking scale is at the TeV scale, the Z ′ gauge boson associated with the breaking of
the U(1)′ symmetry may be discovered at the early stages of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
operation.
Models with an extra U(1)′ symmetry at the TeV scale are severely constrained by the flavor-
changing-neutral-current (FCNC) processes and by the electroweak precision measurements. In
the generation dependent U(1)′ model, the off-diagonal terms in the Yukawa matrices can lead
to FCNCs at the tree level through the exchange of the Z ′ gauge boson. The most stringent
experimetal constraints are in the down-type quark sector from the measurements of K0 − K0
mixing and B0−B0 mixing, and in the lepton sector from the non-observation of µ− e conversion,
µ → e+e−e+, τ → e+e−e+ and τ → µ+µ−µ+. While recent measurement of D0 − D0 mixing
places a bound on the 1− 2 mixing in the up-type quark sector, such limit is not as severe as those
in the down-type quark sector. So far, there is no constraint on other mixing in the up-type quark
sector.
To satisfy the FCNC constraints, most models [6–8] assume that the U(1)′ charges are univer-
sal across the three generations of Standard Model (SM) fermions. Due to the fact that the most
stringent constraints from FCNCs appear in the processes that involve the first and second gener-
ations of fermions, a non-universal U(1)′ at the TeV scale can be consistent with the experimental
constraints on flavor violation, if the first two generations of the SM fermions have the same U(1)′
charges and the flavor non-universality occurs between the third family charges and the charges of
the first and second families of fermions [9].
In this paper, we relax the assumption of having universal charges for the first and second
families. Instead, all three generations of SM fermions are allowed to have different charges under
the U(1)′ symmetry. The FCNC constraints are satisfied by attributing the flavor mixing to the
up-type quark and neutrino sectors, while having flavor diagonal down-type quark and charged
lepton sectors, given that the down-type quark and charged lepton sectors are most stringently
constrained. In this scenario, the U(1)′ can play the role of a family symmetry [11–13] that gives
rise to realistic mass hierarchy and mixing angles among the SM fermions through the Froggatt-
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Nielsen (FN) mechanism [10]. In addition, the U(1)′ charge assignment naturally suppresses the µ
term, and it forbids at the tree level baryon number and lepton number violating operators that
could lead to proton decay.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the flavor non-universal U(1)′
model combined with MSSM. In particular we show how all gauge anomalies are cancelled and
how realistic masses and mixing angles of all quarks and leptons (including the neutrinos) are
generated. In addition, the implications for the µ problem and proton decay is also discussed.
Section III gives the parameter space of this model allowed by the most stringent experimental
constraints. Phenomenological implications of our model for collider experiments are discussed in
Section IV. The mass spectrum of the super particles and the new phenomenology signatures in
addition to the MSSM are discussed in section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. THE MODEL
In MSSM with three right-handed neutrinos, the superpotential for the Yukawa sector and Higgs
sector that gives masses to all SM fermions and Higgs fields is given as follows,
W = YuHuQu
c+YdHdQd
c+YeHdLe
c+YνHuLν
c+YLLLLHuHu+Yννν
cνc+µHuHd+µ
′ΦΦ′ . (1)
In the presence of an additional U(1)′F symmetry under which various chiral super-fields are
charged, the Yukawa matrices shown above are the effective Yukawa couplings generated through
higher dimensional operators. As a result, they can be written as powers of the ratio of the flavon
Higgs field, Φ, that breaks the U(1)′F symmetry, to the cutoff scale of the U(1)
′
F symmetry, Λ,
Yij ∼
(
yij
Φ
Λ
)3|qi+qj+qH |
. (2)
Similarly, the effective µ term is generated by the higher dimensional operator and it is given by
µ ∼
(
µud
Φ
Λ
)3|qHu+qHd−1/3|
Φ . (3)
Here the chiral superfield Φ is a SM gauge singlet whose U(1)′F charge is normalized to −1/3 in
our model; qi and qj are the U(1)
′
F charges of the chiral superfields of the i-th and j-th generations
of quarks and leptons, while qH (which can be qHu or qHd) denotes the U(1)
′
F charges of the up-
and down-type Higgses. Note that if qi + qj + qH < 0 or qHu + qHd < 1/3, then instead of the Φ
field, the field Φ′ whose U(1)′F charge is 1/3 is used respectively in Eq.(2) and (3). The terms with
non-integer 3|qi + qj + qH | and 3|qHu + qHd | are not allowed in the superpotential given that the
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number of the flavon fields must be an integer. This thus naturally gives rise to texture-zeros in
the Yukawa matrices. Once the scalar component φ (φ′) of the flavon superfield Φ (Φ′) acquires a
vacuum expectation value (VEV), the U(1)′F symmetry is broken. Upon the breaking of the U(1)
′
F
symmetry and the electroweak symmetry, the effective Yukawa couplings can be rewritten as,
Y effij ∼ (yij)|qi+qj+qH | , (4)
and the effective µ term is given by,
µ ∼ (µud)|qHu+qHd−1/3| < φ > , (5)
where  ≡ (< φ > /Λ)3 and ′ ≡ (< φ′ > /Λ)3. By choosing the expansion parameters  and ′ to
be of the size of the Cabibbo angle ∼ 0.22, we have found solutions to the charges that give rise
to realistic fermion masses and mixing angles with all Yukawa couplings of order yij ∼ O(1). One
thing to address here is that although both  and ′ have to be of the size ∼ 0.22, < φ > and < φ′ >
are not necessarily to be the same due to the existence of the O(1) coefficients yi,j and µud. These
charges also suppress the effective µ term by a factor of |qHu+qHd−1/3|. With |qHu + qHd | having a
value in the range of ∼ [1, 2], the effective µ term of the size of 100 GeV can naturally arise.
We then search for charges that satisfy all anomaly cancellation conditions and at the same
time give rise to realistic masses and mixing angles for all SM fermions and a µ term of the right
size. The details are discussed below.
A. Anomaly Cancellation
By expanding the gauge symmetry of MSSM with an additional U(1)′F symmetry, there are
six additional anomaly cancellation conditions. For all Higgs super-fileds in our model, we assume
that they appear in conjugate pairs and therefore do not contribute to the gauge anomalies. As a
result, only the charges of the three generations of matter fields are constrained by the anomaly
cancellation conditions:
4
[SU(3)]2U(1)′F :
∑
i
[2qQi − (−qui)− (−qdi)] = 0 , (6)
[SU(2)L]
2U(1)′F :
∑
i
[qLi + 3qQi ] = 0 , (7)
[U(1)Y ]
2 U(1)′F :
∑
i
[
2× 3×
(
1
6
)2
qQi − 3×
(
2
3
)2
(−qui)− 3×
(
−1
3
)2
(−qdi) (8)
+2×
(
−1
2
)2
qLi − (−1)2(−qei)
]
= 0 ,
[
U(1)′F
]2
U(1)Y :
∑
i
[
2× 3×
(
1
6
)
q2Qi − 3×
(
2
3
)
× (−qui)2 − 3×
(
−1
3
)
(−qdi)2 (9)
+2×
(
−1
2
)
(qLi)
2 − (−1)(−qei)2
]
= 0 ,
U(1)′F − gravity :
∑
i
[6qQi + 3qui + 3qdi + 2qLi + qei + qNi ] = 0 , (10)
[U(1)′F ]
3 :
∑
i
[
3
(
2(qQi)
3 − (−qui)3 − (−qdi)3
)
+ 2(qLi)
3 − (−qei)3 − (−qNi)3
]
= 0 .(11)
where qQi , qui , qdi , qLi , qei , and qNi denote, respectively, the charges of the quark doublet, iso-
singlet up-type quark, iso-singlet down-type quark, lepton doublet, iso-singlet charged lepton, and
right-handed neutrino of the i-th generation. To further reduce the number of parameters, we also
assume that the fields Qi, u
c
i , and e
c
i have the same U(1)
′ charges, qQi = qui = qei ≡ qti , and
that the fields Li and d
c
i have the same U(1)
′ charges, qLi = qdi ≡ qfi , as motivated by the SU(5)
unification [12]. With these assignments, the above six anomaly cancellation conditions reduce to
the following three independent ones,
1
2
∑
i
qfi +
3
2
∑
i
qti = 0 , (12)
5
∑
i
qfi + 10
∑
i
qti +
∑
i
qNi = 0 , (13)
5
∑
i
q3fi + 10
∑
i
q3ti +
∑
i
q3Ni = 0 . (14)
The first two anomaly conditions, Eqs.(12) and (13), are satisfied automatically with the following
parametrization of the U(1)′F charges,
qt1 = −13qf1 − 2a ,
qt2 = −13qf2 + a+ a′ ,
qt3 = −13qf3 + a− a′ ,
qN1 = −53qf1 − 2b ,
qN2 = −53qf2 + b+ b′ ,
qN3 = −53qf3 + b− b′ .
where parameters a, a′, b, and b′ characterize the charge splittings between different generations
of qti and qNi . The charges qfi and charge splitting parameters, a, a
′, b, and b′, are determined by
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the cubic equation Eq.(14) and the observed fermion masses and mixings as shown in the following
section.
B. Fermion Masses and Mixings
The U(1)′F charges give the following up-type quark Yukawa matrix,
YU ∼

()|2qt1+qHu | ()|qt1+qt2+qHu | ()|qt1+qt3+qHu |
()|qt1+qt2+qHu | ()|2qt2+qHu | ()|qt2+qt3+qHu |
()|qt1+qt3+qHu | ()|qt2+qt3+qHu | ()|2qt3+qHu |
 , (15)
and the Yukawa matrix of the down-type quarks is given by,
YD ∼

()|qt1+qf1+qHd | ()|qt1+qf2+qHd | ()|qt1+qf3+qHd |
()|qt2+qf1+qHd | ()|qt2+qf2+qHd | ()|qt2+qf3+qHd |
()|qt3+qf1+qHd | ()|qt3+qf2+qHd | ()|qt3+qf3+qHd |
 . (16)
(It is again to be understood that if the arguments of the absolute values are negative, then ′
should be utilized instead of .) Because the top quark is heavy, we assume that its mass term is
generated at the renormalizable level, and thus
2qt3 + qHu = 0 . (17)
To avoid the tree level FCNCs while allowing all three generations of chiral super-fields to have
different U(1)′F charges, we attribute all flavor mixings in the up-type quark and neutrino sectors
with down-type quark and charged lepton sectors being flavor diagonal. Ideally the texture-zeros
in the down-type quark and charged lepton sectors are generated due to the non-integer exponents
as determined by the U(1)′F charges. Nevertheless, no solution is found that can give diagonal
down-type quark and charged lepton sectors and at the same time satisfy all other constraints in
the model. We therefore impose an additional Z8 symmetry to forbid the off diagonal elements in
the down-type quark and charged lepton mass matrices. The transformation properties of various
chiral superfields are summarized in Table I.
Realistic mass and mixing spectrum is found with
qf1 − qf3 = 22/3 , qf2 − qf3 = 11/3 , (18)
qHu + qHd = −5/3 a′ = −7/18 ,
and also
qt3 + qf3 + qHd = 1/3 , (19)
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Field dc1, e
c
1 d
c
2, e
c
2 d
c
3, e
c
3 Q1, u
c
1 Q2, u
c
2 Q3, u
c
3 ν
c
1 ν
c
2 ν
c
3 Hu, Hd Φ Φ
′
Z8 Parity −1 i e−pii4 1 1 1 −1 1 e−pii4 1 epii4 1
TABLE I: The Z8 parity of the chiral superfields. d
c
i is the down-type quark singlet chiral superfield with
family index i, eci is the charged lepton singlet, Qi is the quark doublet chiral superfield, u
c
i is the up-type
quark singlet, Li is the lepton doublet, and ν
c
i is the neutrino singlet.
which naturally accounts for the mass hierarchy between the top quark and the bottom quark,
leading to a prediction of tanβ = vu/vd ∼ 25, with
〈Hu〉 = vu , 〈Hd〉 = vd , (20)
being the VEVs of the neutral scalar components of the Higgs supermultiplets. All elements in the
up-type quark Yukawa matrix has Z8 parity of +1, and thus they are all allowed. The elements
in the down-type quark Yukawa matrix have the following transformation properties under the Z8
parity,
PD ∼

1 e
3pi
4
i e−
pi
4
i
e
3pi
4
i 1 e−
pi
4
i
e
3pi
2
i e
3pi
2
i 1
 , (21)
As a result, only the diagonal elements in the down-type quark Yukawa matrix are allowed. The
resulting effective Yukawa matrices of the up- and down-type quarks are thus given, in terms of 
or ′, as
YU ∼

(′)22/3 (′)17/3 (′)11/3
(′)17/3 (′)4 (′)2
(′)11/3 (′)2 1
 , (22)
YD ∼

()4 0 0
0 ()2 0
0 0 ()1/3
 . (23)
Due to the SU(5)-inspired charge assignment, we also have YE = Y
T
D . Eqs.(22) and (23) give rise
to realistic masses of up- and down-type quarks and charged leptons as well as all CKM matrix
elements. Since no mixing appears in the down-type quark and the charge lepton sectors, all FCNC
constraints are satisfied.
With the above charge assignment, the [U(1)′F ]
3 anomaly cancellation condition is satisfied if
qf3 =
−10240− 63525b− 13365b2 − 486b3 + 9075b′ − 2970bb′ − 1485b′2 + 486bb′2
10(304 + 1485b+ 243b2 − 495b′ + 81b′2) , (24)
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for any b and b′. The values of b and b′ are determined by the neutrino sector. The Dirac,
left-handed, and right-handed Majorana Neutrino mass terms are given, respectively, as follows,
YN ∼

()|qf1+qN1+qHu | ()|qf1+qN2+qHu | ()|qf1+qN3+qHu |
()|qf2+qN1+qHu | ()|qf2+qN2+qHu | ()|qf2+qN3+qHu |
()|qf3+qN1+qHu | ()|qf3+qN2+qHu | ()|qf3+qN3+qHu |
 , (25)
YLLHH ∼

()|2qf1+2qHu | ()|qf1+qf2+2qHu | ()|qf1+qf3+2qHu |
()|qf2+qf1+2qHu | ()|2qf2+2qHu | ()|qf2+qf3+2qHu |
()|qf3+qf1+2qHu | ()|qf3+qf2+2qHu | ()|2qf3+2qHu |
 , (26)
YNN ∼

()|2qN1 | ()|qN1+qN2 | ()|qN1+qN3 |
()|qN2+qN1 | ()|2qN2 | ()|qN2+qN3 |
()|qN3+qN1 | ()|qN3+qN2 | ()|2qN3 |
 . (27)
By choosing
b = 55/8 , b′ = −347/18 , (28)
only the Dirac neutrino mass matrix is allowed since all elements in the left-handed and right-
handed neutrino Majorana mass matrices are non-integers. Furthermore, elements of the Dirac
neutrino mass matrix have the following transformation properties under the Z8 parity,
PN ∼

−1 1 1
−1 1 epi4 i
−1 1 i
 . (29)
Therefore, only the second column and the (3,1) element are allowed, leading to the following Dirac
neutrino mass matrix,
YN ∼

0 (′)49/3 ()85/3
0 (′)20 0
0 (′)71/3 0
 . (30)
With the following Yij coefficients of the order of unity, we obtain
YN =

0 (0.8526)49(′)21 (1.186633)85()55/3
0 (1.02678)60(′)19 0
0 (1.105762e
ipi
71 )71(′)19 0
 . (31)
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Field dc1, L1 d
c
2, L2 d
c
3, L3 Q1, u
c
1, e
c
1 Q2, u
c
2, e
c
2 Q3, u
c
3, e
c
3
U(1)′F charge qf1 =
102857
15585 qf2 =
45712
15585 qf3 = − 38115195 qt1 = − 4294415585 qt2 = − 1696915585 qt3 = 1420115585
Field νc1 ν
c
2 ν
c
3 Hu Hd Φ Φ
′
U(1)′F charge qN1 = − 177781039 qN2 = − 219341039 qN3 = 734243117 qHu = − 2840215585 qHd = 242715585 qΦ = − 13 qΦ′ = 13
TABLE II: The U(1)′F charges of the chiral superfields.
The matrix YNY
†
N is given by,
YNY
†
N =

()110/3 (′)40 −()40
(′)40 (′)38 −(′)38
−(′)40 −(′)38 (′)38
 . (32)
The resulting neutrino mixing pattern arising from the matrix YN given above is close to the
tri-bimaximal mixing pattern. The three absolute masses are predicted to be,
mν1 ' 0.048214 eV , mν2 ' 0.048988 eV , mν3 ' 0 . (33)
These three masses give the following values for the squared mass differences
|∆m2atm| = 2.40× 10−3eV 2 , ∆m2 = 7.52× 10−5eV 2 , (34)
which satisfy the neutrino experimental results [14, 15] and predict the inverted mass ordering for
the light neutrinos.
The U(1)′F charges that correspond to the parameters given in Eqs.(17), (18), (19), (24), and
(28) are summarized in Table II.
C. Implications for the µ problem and Proton Decay
Due to the presence of the U(1)′F symmetry, the µ parameter in our model is given by,
|µ|2 = 1
2
[
M2Hu −M2Hd + (qHu − qHd)C
cos 2β
−
(
M2z +M
2
Hu +M
2
Hd
+ (qHu + qHd)C
)]
. (35)
The parameter C is defined as
C = g2z′(qHuv
2 sin2 β + qHdv
2 cos2 β − qΦu2 cos 2ψ) , (36)
where v2 = v2u + v
2
d while u and ψ are defined through 〈φ〉 = u sinψ and 〈φ′〉 = u cosψ, with φ and
φ′ being the scalar component of the chiral superfield Φ and Φ′, respectively. The more detailed
description of the Higgs sector of our model is given in Section V A 1.
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Generally, a delicate cancellation between the Higgs masses and a µ term of the weak scale is
required in order to obtain the observed MZ [16]. This is known as the µ problem [17]. In our
U(1)′F model, the charge assignment of Hu and Hd naturally suppresses the µ term by a factor of
∼ ()4/3 ∼ 0.133 with respective to 〈φ〉 ∼ TeV scale. This thus naturally gives a µ term of the
order of ∼ O(100) GeV while having µud ∼ O(1).
The U(1)′F charge assignment of the chiral superfields also automatically forbids lepton number
and baryon number violating operators at the tree level. In general, lepton number and baryon
number violating operators
W∆L=1 =
1
2
λijkLiLje
c
k + λ
′ijkLiQjdck + µ
′iLiHu , (37)
W∆B=1 =
1
2
λ′′ijkucid
c
jd
c
k , (38)
are allowed by supersymmetry, and they can lead to proton decay processes, e.g.
p→ e+pi0, e+K0, µ+pi0, µ+K0, νpi0, or νK0 . (39)
To avoid those operators, the usual way is to impose the conservation of the R-parity, which is
defined as PR = (−1)3(B−L)+2s with B being the baryon number, L being the lepton number, and
s being the spin of the particle [18]. Without imposing the R-parity, in our model the U(1)′F
charges automatically forbid these operators since these operators are not U(1)′F gauge invariant.
III. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
A. Electroweak Precision Constraints
Because Hu and Hd both are charged under U(1)
′
F , tree-level kinetic mixing between the Z
and Z ′ gauge bosons exists in our model. The Z − Z ′ mixing contributes to the ρ parameter and
therefore it is very severely constrained [19–21]. The kinetic terms of the Higgses lead to mass
terms for the gauge bosons, Z ′F , BY , and W
3, which are associated with U(1)′F , U(1)Y , and the
T 3 generator of the SU(2)L symmetry, respectively,
1
4
[
v2u(−g2W 3 + g1BY + 2qHugz′Z ′F )2 + v2d(g2W 3 − g1BY + 2qHdgz′Z ′F )2
]
,
and g2, g1, and gz′ are the SU(2)L, U(1)Y , and U(1)
′
F gauge coupling constants. After diagonalizing
the mass matrix for the gauge bosons, we obtain three physical eigenstates which are identified as
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the photon, the Z boson, and the Z ′ boson
A =
1√
g22 + g
2
1
(g1W
3 + g2BY ) , (40)
ZSM =
1√
g22 + g
2
1
(g2W
3 − g1BY ) , (41)
Z = ZSM + δZZ′Z
′
F , (42)
Z ′ = Z ′F − δZZ′ZSM . (43)
The masses of the physical gauge bosons are given by
MZ =
√
g22 + g
2
1
2
√
v2u + v
2
d(1 +O(δ
2
ZZ′)) , (44)
MZ′ = gz′
√
2(q2Huv
2
u + q
2
Hd
v2d + 2q
2
Φu
2
φ)(1 +O(δ
2
ZZ′)) , (45)
and the term
δZZ′ =
∆M2ZZ′
M2Z′ −M2Z
, with ∆M2ZZ′ = gz′
√
g22 + g
2
1(qHdv
2
d − qHuv2u) , (46)
is the Higgs induced kinetic mixing between Z and Z ′, which is severely constrained by the precision
electroweak data. The electroweak precision measurements indicate that the ρ parameter is very
close to 1 and the experimentally allowed deviation, ∆ρ, is given by,
|∆ρ| =
∣∣∣∣ (∆M2ZZ′)2(M2Z′ −M2Z)M2Z
∣∣∣∣ < 0.00023 . (47)
In the U(1)′F model, ∆ρ is given by,
∆ρ =
4g2z′(qHd − qHu tan2 β)2(
M2
Z′
M2Z
− 1
)
(g22 + g
2
1)(1 + tan
2 β)2
. (48)
The experimental limit on ∆ρ then is translated into the following constraints on the U(1)′ gauge
coupling gz′ and the Z
′ mass with tanβ = 25 in our model,
gz′ <
√
0.00023
24.213637
(
M2Z′
M2Z
− 1
)
. (49)
As shown in Figure 1, for a relatively light Z ′ mass of 600 GeV, the gauge coupling gz′ must be
smaller than <∼ 0.02 in order to satisfy the precision electroweak constraint on the ρ parameter.
With increasing Z ′ mass, the maximally allowed value for gz′ increases, to a very good approxima-
tion, linearly.
We note that, in addition to the Higgs-induced contribution discussed above, the Z−Z ′ mixing
can also be generated by an explicit kinetic mixing term in the Lagrangian and by the renormal-
ization group evolution [22]. There thus exists possible cancellation among these contributions to
the ρ parameter, allowing the constraints on gz′ and MZ′ to be loosened.
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FIG. 1: The maximally allowed value of the U(1)′F gauge coupling, gz′ , as a function of the mass of the Z
′
gauge boson, MZ′ , derived from the constraints on the ρ parameter.
B. Constraints from Flavor-Changing Neutral Currents
Following the formalism in [9], the neutral current Lagrangian in the gauge eigenstates can be
written as
LNC = −eJµemAµ − g2JµZSMµ − gz′J ′ µZ ′F µ , (50)
where e = g1g2/
√
g21 + g
2
2 and cos θw = g2/
√
g21 + g
2
2 , sin θw = g1/
√
g21 + g
2
2 and θw is the weak
mixing angle in SM. The currents are defined as
Jµ =
∑
i
ψ¯iγµ
[
ψLi PL + 
ψR
i PR
]
ψi , (51)
J ′ µ =
∑
i,j
ψ¯iγµ
[
′ ψLij PL + 
′ ψR
ij PR
]
ψj , (52)
where the summations are taken over all quarks and leptons, ψi,j , and PR,L =
1
2(1 ± γ5) are the
projection operators. The gauge coupling constants of the SM Z boson are given by
ψRi = − sin2 θwQei , ψLi = ti3 − sin2 θwQei , (53)
where ti3 and Qei are the third component of the weak isospin and the electric charge of fermion i,
respectively. The gauge coupling constants to Z ′ are denoted by ′ ψL,Rij . Flavor-changing neutral
currents immediately arise if the matrices ′ ψL,R are non-diagonal. FCNCs can also be induced by
the quark and lepton mixing, if ′ ψL,R are diagonal but have non-universal elements. The fermion
Yukawa matrices Yψ in the weak eigenstate basis can be diagonalized by unitary matrices V
ψ
R,L
Yψ,diag = V
ψ
R Yψ V
ψ
L
†
. (54)
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Hence, the Z ′ coupling matrices in the fermion mass eigenstate basis are
BψL ≡
(
V ψL 
′ ψLV ψL
†)
, BψR ≡
(
V ψR 
′ ψRV ψR
†)
. (55)
The currents Jµ and J ′ in the mass eigenstates of the fermions can then be written as
Jµm =
∑
i
ψ¯mLiγµ
ψL
i ψ
m
Li + ψ¯
m
Riγµ
ψR
i ψ
m
Ri , (56)
J ′ µm =
∑
i,j
ψ¯mLiγµB
ψL
ij ψ
m
Lj + ψ¯RiγµB
ψR
ij ψ
m
Rj , (57)
and the neutral current interaction in the bases of the mass eigenstates of the fermions, Z and Z ′
as
LmNC = −g1
[
cos θJµm +
gz′
g1
sin θJ ′ µm
]
Zµ − g1
[
gz′
g1
cos θJ ′ µm − sin θJµm
]
Z ′µ , (58)
with θ being the Z − Z ′ mixing angle and sin θ ∼ δZZ′ . The unitary matrices V ψL are constrained
by the CKM matrix in the left-handed quark sector through the relation
VCKM = V
u
L V
d
L
†
, (59)
and equivalently for the lepton sector by the PMNS matrix,
VPMNS = V
ν
L
†V eL . (60)
The flavor-changing neutral current interactions are severely constrained by various experiments
[23] such as rare meson decays and neutral meson mixings, in particular D0 − D¯0, K0 − K¯0, and
B0 − B¯0 mixing. Generally, the mass splitting ∆mP between neutral mesons P 0 and P¯ 0 through
interaction shown in Eq.(58) can be approximately written as (neglecting the negligible Z − Z ′
mixing effect)
∆mP =
(
gz′
MZ′
)2
mPF
2
P
{
1
3
Re
[(
BqLij
)2
+
(
BqRij
)2]− [1
2
+
1
3
(
mP
mqi +mqj
)2]
Re
(
BqLij B
qR
ij
)}
,
(61)
where mP and FP are the mass and decay constant of the meson, respectively. Since the mass
eigenstates and the gauge eigenstates of the down-type quarks and the charged lepton sector are
the same, there are no FCNCs in the down-type quark and charged-lepton sectors through the Z ′
exchange at the tree level. For the up-type quark sector, the only available experimental constraints
is for the first two families and the most stringent one is from D0 − D¯0 mixing. In our model, the
BψL matrice is
BuL ≡
(
VCKM 
′ uLV †CKM
)
, (62)
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and BuR = −BuL since uL and uR carry opposite U(1)′F charges. Choosing the standard
parametrization of the CKM matrix, we have
VCKM =

C12C13 S12C13 S13e
−iδ13
−S12C23 − C12S23S13eiδ13 C12C23 − S12S23S13eiδ13 S23C13
S12S23 − C12C23S13eiδ13 −C12S23 − S12C23S13eiδ13 C23C13
 , (63)
where Cij ≡ cos θij , Sij ≡ sin θij , and θij are mixing angles. As a result of the U(1)′ symmetry,
our model can accommodate the experimentally observed values, θ12 = 13.04
◦, θ13 = 0.201◦, and
θ23 = 2.38
◦. The CP phase in the CKM matrix is not determined in our model. In the following
we assume δ13 = 68.75
◦. The matrix ′ uL is then given by
′ uL =

−42944/15585 0 0
0 −16969/15585 0
0 0 14201/15585
 , (64)
and the B matrix is then
BuL =

−2.6705 0.366226− 0.000486337i −0.590674− 0.0117013i
0.266226 + 0.000486337i −1.1701 0.220285 + 0.00127662i
−0.590674 + 0.0117013i 0.220285− 0.00127662i 0.769274
 , (65)
which leads to the following contribution to the mass splitting due to the Z ′ exchange,
∆mD =
(
gz′
MZ′
)2
mDF
2
P
{
1
3
Re
[
(BuL12 )
2 + (BuR12 )
2
]
−
[
1
2
+
1
3
(
mD
mu +mc
)2]
Re (BuL12 B
uR
12 )
}
= 42.9483 g2z′
(
1 TeV
MZ′
)2
eV . (66)
The experimental constraint on the mass spliting of D0 − D¯0 system is |∆mD| ≤ 1.56 × 10−5 eV
[24]. Therefore, we obtain conservatively the constraint
gz′
MZ′ (in TeV)
< 6.027× 10−4 , (67)
which is much more stringent than the constraints from the precision electroweak data. Hence,
taking gz′ = 0.02, the mass of the Z
′ has to satisfy MZ′ > 33.18 TeV. Similar to the Z−Z ′ mixing,
there exist additional contributions from the sparticle sector to the D meson mixing which can
potentially cancel the contribution due to the Z ′ exchange [25], allowing the constraints on the gz′
and MZ′ to be loosened. In addition, the contributions due to the long range effects in the standard
model, which are intrinsically non-perturbative and thus have large uncertainty, potentially also
can relax the constraints, when included.
We also note that in our model the contributions to the D meson leptonic and semi-leptonic
decay modes through Z ′ mediation are negligible.
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FIG. 2: Cross Sections of Z ′ → e+e− and Z ′ → µ+µ− for different values of the Z ′ mass at the LHC with
the center of mass energy
√
s = 14 TeV and gz′ = 0.02.
IV. COLLIDER SIGNATURES
The Z ′ gauge boson associated with the U(1)′F breaking has a mass on the order of a TeV
and therefore it can be produced at the collider experiments. A recent updated limit specific for
our model from CDF Z ′ searches at CDF can be found in Ref. [27]. With the assumption that
the contribution to the D0 − D¯0 mixing from the Z ′ exchange can be compensated from other
new physics such as SUSY, we can relax the severe bound from the D0 − D¯0 mixing, allowing a
MZ′ of 1 TeV to be viable. Even though the U(1)
′
F gauge coupling constant is constrained to be
small in order to satisfy the precision electroweak constraints, due to the large U(1)′F charges of
the three generations of chiral super-fields, the Z ′ may still be discovered through the resonances
of the di-muon or di-electron decay channels. Fig. 2 shows the cross sections of Z ′ → e+e− and
Z ′ → µ+µ− at the LHC as a function of the Z ′ mass with the center of mass energy √s = 14 TeV
and gz′ = 0.02.
Due to the fact that the U(1)′ charges of the superfields are generation dependent, in addition
to the flavor conserving Z ′ decay channels, some flavor violating decay channels are also allowed
in our model. These are discussed in the following.
A. Flavor Conserving Decays
Since the three generations of superfields have non-universal U(1)′ charges, the branching frac-
tions among different Z ′ leptonic decay channels are very distinguishable due to the large charge
15
splittings. The Z ′ partial decay width for different channels at the tree level is given by,
Γ(Z ′ → ψiψ¯j) = NcMZ′
24pi
(
| − gz′ cos θBψLij + g1 sin θδijψLi |2 + | − gz′ cos θBψRij + g1 sin θδijψRi |2
)
,
(68)
in which the color factor Nc is 1 for leptons and 3 for quarks. The flavor conserving processes
contributing to the Z ′ decay width through Z − Z ′ mixing is relatively small. Therefore, the Z ′
decay width can be estimated by
Γ(Z ′ → ψiψ¯j) = Ncg
2
z′MZ′
24pi
(
|BψLij |2 + |BψRij |2
)
, (69)
and the ratios of branching fractions for the flavor preserving leptonic decay channels with respec-
tive to the τ decay channels are predicted to be
Br(Z ′ → e+e−) : Br(Z ′ → µ+µ−) : Br(Z ′ → τ+τ−) (70)
∼ (q2L1 + q2e1) : (q2L2 + q2e2) : (q2L3 + q2e3)
∼ 37.378 : 7.153 : 1 .
The branching fractions for different Z ′ hadronic decay channels relative to the Z ′ → τ+τ− channel
are
Br(Z ′ → uu¯) : Br(Z ′ → dd¯) : Br(Z ′ → cc¯) : Br(Z ′ → ss¯) : Br(Z ′ → tt¯) (71)
: Br(Z ′ → bb¯) : Br(Z ′ → τ+τ−)
∼ 3(2|BuL11 |2) : 3(q2Q1 + q2d1) : 3(2|BuL22 |2) : 3(q2Q2 + q2d2) : 3(2|BuL33 |2) : 3(q2Q3 + q2d3) : (q2L3 + q2e3)
∼ 31.271 : 112.134 : 6.003 : 21.459 : 2.595 : 3 : 1 .
Due to the large right-handed neutrino charges, the branching fraction for the Z ′ invisible decay
is enhanced in our model,
Br(Z ′ → invisible)
Br(Z ′ → τ+τ−) = 983.62 . (72)
B. Flavor Violating Decays
In addition to the differentiable flavor conserving Z ′ decay channels, the Z ′ in our model also
has flavor violating decay modes. Specifically, these are the decay modes into different generations
of up-type quarks, and the branching fractions of these decays are
Br(Z ′ → uc¯, u¯c) : Br(Z ′ → ut¯, u¯t) : Br(Z ′ → ct¯, c¯t) : Br(Z ′ → τ+τ−) (73)
∼ 1.176 : 3.061 : 0.426 : 1 .
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The branching fractions of some of the flavor violating Z ′ decay modes are comparable to those
of the flavor conserving processes. Thus if the quark flavors can be identified, we may be able to
detect these flavor violating processes [26].
In addition to the flavor violating Z ′ decay, top quark and charm quark rare decays are also
allowed and thus they can potentially distinguish our model from flavor conserving U(1)′ models.
For example, the rare decays t→ qli l¯i and t→ qνiν¯i (where q can be any up-type quark except for
the top quark) are possible at the tree level through Z ′ exchange in our model. Using the formulae
given in the appendix, the branching fraction Br(t → ue+e−) (which is relatively large among
the rare decay modes) is roughly 10−12 ∼ 10−13, which are too small to be observable. While the
branching fractions of the decay mode t → uνν¯ can be a factor of 10 ∼ 100 bigger, they are still
unobservable at the current experiments. These branching fractions, which scale as g4z′ , are highly
suppressed due to the small overall U(1)′ gauge coupling gz′ for which we choose gz′ = 0.02 as a
benchmark point in this paper. If gz′ can be allowed to increase, while still satisfying all of the
electroweak precision measurements and FCNC constraints, by including renormalization group
contribution to Z − Z ′ mixing and superpartner contributions to D0 − D0 mixing, these flavor
violating decays may be accessible to the current experiments. (Existing phenomenological study
of these flavor violating decays can be found in [28].)
V. SPARTICLE MASS SPECTRUM
Since we extend the MSSM by a generation dependent U(1)′F symmetry, the mass spectrum of
the sparticles and their associated phenomenology in our model can be different from the usual
MSSM. Below we show the electroweak and U(1)′F symmetry breaking conditions, the msss spec-
trum of the sparticles, as well as β functions of the gauge couplings and the Yukawa couplings,
which are modified due to the presence of U(1)′F . The neutralino sector is the most significantly
different sector from that of the MSSM; this is illustrated by a numerical example.
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A. Analytical Result
1. Higgs Sector
The scalar potential giving rise to the masses of the scalar components, (hu, hd, φ, φ
′), of the
Hu, Hd, Φ, Φ
′ fields from the superpotential (Eq.(1)) is given by,
V = (M2Hu + µ
2)|hu|2 + (M2Hd + µ2)|hd|2 + (M2Φ + µ′2)|φ|2 + (M2Φ′ + µ′2)|φ′|2 (74)
+Bµ(huhd + h.c.) +B
′µ′(φφ′ + h.c.) +
1
8
(g21 + g
2
2)(|hu|2 + |hd|2)
+
1
2
g22|huhd|2 +
1
2
g2z′(qHu |hu|2 + qHd |hd|2 + qΦ|φ|2 + qΦ′ |φ′|2) ,
where the last term is the D term associated with U(1)′F .
Minimizing the scalar potential, we obtain,
M2Hu + |µ|2 −Bµ cotβ −
1
2
M2Z′ cos 2β + qHuC = 0 , (75)
M2Hd + |µ|2 −Bµ tanβ +
1
2
M2Z′ cos 2β + qHdC = 0 , (76)
M2Φ + |µ′|2 +B′µ′ cotψ + qΦC = 0 , (77)
M2Φ′ + |µ′|2 +B′µ′ tanψ + +qΦ′C = 0 , (78)
leading to
|µ|2 = 1
2
[M2Hu −M2Hd + (qHu + qHd)C
cos 2β
−
(
M2Z +M
2
Hu +M
2
Hd
+ (qHu + qHd)C
)]
, (79)
B =
1
2µ
[(
M2Hu +M
2
Hd
+ 2|µ|2 + (qHu + qHd)C
)
sin 2β
]
, (80)
|µ′|2 = 1
2
[M2Φ −M2Φ′ + (qΦ + qΦ′)C
cos 2ψ
−
(
M2Φ +M
2
Φ′ + (qΦ + qΦ′)C
)]
, (81)
B′ = − 1
2µ′
[(
M2Φ +M
2
Φ′ + 2|µ′|2 + (qΦ + qΦ′
)
C) sin 2ψ
]
, (82)
where parameter C is defined in Eq.(36).
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TABLE III: Interactions among neutralinos, fermions and sfermions. The parameters yfjk are the (i, j)
entries in the f sector Yukawa matrix, and qfY are the hypercharge of the field f .
2. Neutralino and Chargino sector
The (Majorana) mass matrix of the neutralinos (B˜, W˜ 3, H˜0d , H˜
0
u, B˜
′, Φ˜, Φ˜′) is given by
(M)(0) =

M˜1 0 −vdg1/
√
2 vug1/
√
2 0 0 0
0 M˜2 vdg2/
√
2 −vug2/
√
2 0 0 0
−vdg1/
√
2 vdg2/
√
2 0 −µ √2vdqHdgz′ 0 0√
2vug1 −
√
2vug2 −µ 0
√
2vuqHugz′ 0 0
0 0
√
2vdqHdgz′
√
2vuqHugz′ M˜
′
1
√
2uφqφgz′
√
2uφqφ′gz′
0 0 0 0
√
2uφqφgz′ 0 µ
′
0 0 0 0
√
2uφqφ′gz′ µ
′ 0

,
(83)
in which M˜1, M˜
′
1 and M˜2 are the corresponding gaugino masses for U(1)Y , U(1)
′
F and SU(2)L,
respectively. The physical neutralino masses mN˜0i
(i = 1 − 7) can be obtained by diagnolizing the
mass matrix above, with each physical neutralino given in terms of the composition defined below,
N˜i = x
B˜
i B˜ + x
W˜3
i W˜
3 + x
H˜0d
i H˜
0
d + x
H˜0u
i H˜
0
u + x
B˜′
i B˜
′ + xΦ˜i Φ˜ + x
Φ˜′
i Φ˜
′ . (84)
The interactions among neutrilino, femions and sfermions are summarized in Table III.
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In the basis (W˜+, H˜+u ), (W˜
−, H˜−d ), the chargino (Dirac) mass matrix is given by
M(c) =
 M˜2 g2vd
g2vu µ
 . (85)
3. Sfermion sector
The mass squared matrices of the sfermions in the (f˜i L, f˜i R)
T basis are given by,
M2u˜ =
 (m2Q˜)ii +m2ui + (12 − 23 sin2 θw)M2Z cos 2β mui ((AU )ii − µ cotβ)
mui ((AU )ii − µ cotβ)
(
m2u˜
)
ii
+m2ui +
2
3 sin
2 θwM
2
Z cos 2β
 ,(86)
M2
d˜
=

(
m2
Q˜
)
ii
+m2di − (12 − 13 sin2 θw)M2Z cos 2β mdi ((AD)ii − µ tanβ)
mdi ((AD)ii − µ tanβ)
(
m2
d˜
)
ii
+m2di − 13 sin2 θwM2Z cos 2β
 ,(87)
M2
l˜
=
 (m2L˜)ii +m2ei − (12 − sin2 θw)M2Z cos 2β mei ((AE)ii − µ tanβ)
mei ((AE)ii − µ tanβ)
(
m2e˜
)
ii
+m2ei − sin2 θwM2Z cos 2β
 , (88)
M2ν˜ =
 (m2L˜)ii + 12M2Z cos 2β 0
0
(
m2ν˜
)
ii
 . (89)
In the 6 × 6 soft mass matrices shown above, mQ˜, mu˜, md˜, mL˜, me˜, mν˜ are the soft masses for
squarks and sleptons whose explicit forms depend on the specific SUSY breaking mechanism.
mui , mdi , mei ,mνi are the quark and lepton masses. AU , AD, AE are the trilinear terms. For M
2
ν˜ ,
we have neglected terms proportional to mν , which are negligible.
In general, the effects of the the U(1)′F symmetry can manifest in gravity mediated, gauge
mediated, and anomaly mediated contributions. Specifically, the soft mass terms can be expressed,
schematically in the basis where gluino couplings are diagonal , as
M˜2LL = m˜
2
L + m˜
′ 2
L + xXLL +DLL , (90)
M˜2RR = m˜
2
R + m˜
′ 2
R + xXRR +DRR . (91)
where M˜2LL = m
2
Q˜
, m2
L˜
, and M˜2RR = m
2
u˜, m
2
d˜
, m2e˜, m
2
ν˜ . The first terms refer to the gauge mediated
SUSY breaking (GMSB) contributions due to SM gauge interactions, which are flavor universal.
They can be schematically written as
m˜2L ∼ Nmsg
∑
j
(
αj
pi
)2( F
Mmsg
)2
∝ 13×3 , (92)
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and similarly for m˜2R, with Nmsg being the number of messengers, Mmsg being the messenger scale,
and F being the F-term of some gauge singlet field that triggers SUSY breaking and the summation
is taken over the SM gauge groups under which the matter multiplets are charged. The second
terms correspond to the GMSB contributions due to the U(1)′F gauge interactions, which are flavor
non-universal. These contributions have the form,
(m˜2L)
′
ii ∼ Nm
(
g2Z′q
2
ψi
pi
)2( F
Mmsg
)2
, (93)
and similarly for (m˜2R)
′
ii, with qψi being the U(1)
′
F charges of the corresponding sfermions. The
third terms are due to gravity mediation arising from operators in the Kahler potential of the
form [29],
Xij
(
F
MPl
)2
LiL
†
j , (94)
where MPl is the reduced Planck scale, and the coefficients Xij are determined by the U(1)
′
F
charge differences, |qψi − qψj |. The parameter x characterizes the relative size of the gravity
mediated contribution to the gauge mediated contribution. The terms DLL and DRR are the D
term contributions, which are ∼ ζqψi where ζ is a constant. While the D term contributions are
flavor diagonal, due to the generation dependent charges, they are flavor non-universal.
For the first two generations of the fermions, since their masses (which are leading terms in the
off-diagonal entries in the mass squared matrices that couple f˜L and f˜R) are very small compared
to the soft mass terms (which are the leading terms in the entries that involve f˜Lf˜L and f˜Rf˜R in
the mass squared matrices), we neglect the left-right mixings.
As the GMSB contributions associated with U(1)′F are non-universal, there can exist CKM and
MNS induced FCNCs. Nevertheless, due to the relative smallness of gz′qψi with respective to SM
gauge coupling constants, the flavor non-universal F term contributions are much smaller compared
to the flavor universal F term contributions from GMSB. For the gravity mediated contributions,
the U(1)′F charges in our model predict that XLL = 13×3 for all sfermions except the up-type
squarks (Q˜i, u˜i), and they are,
XQQ/uu =

1 5/3 11/3
5/3 1 2
11/3 2 1
 ∼

1 0.08 0.004
0.08 1 0.05
0.004 0.05 1
 . (95)
The non-universal D term contributions can also lead to CKM and MNS induced FCNCs. However,
due to the relative smallness of gz′qψi , these D terms contributions are much suppressed compared
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to the SM D term contributions. In anomaly mediated SUSY breaking, the U(1)′F effects can
manifest through the anomalous dimensions of the matter fields. Due to the smallness of gz′qψi
compared to SM gauge couplings, their contributions to the anomalous dimensions of the matter
fields are suppressed.
4. Renormalization Group Equations
The presence of U(1)′F also changes the β functions. For the beta functions of the gauge coupling
constants, the effects of U(1)′F appear at the two loop level. For the beta functions of the Yukawa
coupling constants, the U(1)′F effects appear at one loop. Below are the beta functions including
the leading U(1)′F effects,
βg′1 =
g′ 31
16pi2
{33
5
+
1
16pi2
[88
5
g23 +
27
5
g22 +
199
25
g′ 21 +
12
5
g2z′Tr(q
2
Y q
2) (96)
−26
5
Y 2U3 −
14
5
Y 2D3 −
18
5
Y 2E3
]}
,
βg2 =
g32
16pi2
{
1 +
1
16pi2
[
24g23 + 25g
2
2 +
9
5
g′ 21 + 2g
2
z′(q
2
Hu + q
2
Hd
+
∑
i
(q2Li + 3q
2
Qi)) (97)
−6Y 2U3 − 6Y 2D3 − 2Y 2E3
]}
,
βg3 =
g33
16pi2
{
− 3 + 1
16pi2
[
14g23 + 9g
2
2 +
11
5
g′ 21 + 2g
2
z′
∑
i
(2q2Qi + q
2
ui + q
2
di
)− 4Y 2U3 − 4Y 2D3
]}
,(98)
βgz′ =
g3z′
16pi2
{
Tr(q2) +
1
16pi2
[
16g23
∑
i
(2q2Qi + q
2
ui + q
2
di
) (99)
+6g22
(
q2Hu + q
2
Hd
+
∑
i
(q2Li + 3q
2
Qi)
)
+
12
5
g′ 21 Tr(q
2
Y q
2) + 4g2z′Tr(q
4)
−12(q2Hu + q2Q3 + q2u3)Y 2U3 − 12(q2Hd + q2Q3 + q2d3)Y 2D3 − 4(q2Hd + q2L3 + q2e3)Y 2E3
]}
,
where g′1 =
√
5
3 g1 and qY is the U(1)Y charge of the fermions.
Most of the the β functions of the Yukawa couplings except the (3, 3) elements are close to zeros
and ignored here. Taking the U(1)′F symmetry into account, the β functions of the (3, 3) elements
are given by
βYU3 =
YU3
16pi2
[
6Y 2U3 + Y
2
D3 −
16
3
g23 − 3g22 −
13
15
g′ 21 − 2g2z′(q2Hu + q2Q3 + q2u3)
]
, (100)
βYD3 =
YD3
16pi2
[
6Y 2D3 + Y
2
U3 + Y
2
E3 −
16
3
g23 − 3g22 −
7
15
g′ 21 − 2g2z′(q2Hd + q2Q3 + q2d3)
]
, (101)
βYE3 =
YE3
16pi2
[
3Y 2D3 + 4Y
2
E3 − 3g22 −
9
5
g′ 21 − 2g2z′(q2H3 + q2L3 + q2e3)
]
. (102)
Due to the non-universal U(1)′F charges, there exist non-universal contributions to the sfermion
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soft masses in the RG equations. Nevertheless, the smallness of the gz′qψi suppresses these non-
universal contributions.
B. Numerical Result
In the numerical example, we utilize two loop RGEs for all coupling constants. Given that
the effects of U(1)′F are subdominant, we restrict ourselves in the numerical example below to the
mSUGRA boundary condition for MSSM multiplets, and we include the up type quark mixing.
We choose the SPS 1A values for the soft mass parameters at the GUT scale: the universal scalar
soft mass m0 = 100 GeV, the universal gaugino soft mass m1/2 = 250 GeV and the trilinear term
AU = AD = AE = −100 GeV. In addition, we take tanβ = 25, tanψ = 0.9. Since the gauge
coupling of the U(1)′F (gz′) is relatively small, it is reasonable to ignore the running effect from the
U(1)′F . Further, we obtain the soft masses of the gauginos at the SUSY breaking scale which are
M˜1 = 101.56 GeV and M˜2 = 191.8 GeV. For the soft mass of gaugino B˜
′, we choose M˜ ′1 = 1000
GeV. The values of µ and µ′ are determined using the minimization conditions given in Eqs. (79)-
(82) and they are µ = 904.068 GeV and µ′ = 1224.7i GeV (i can be rotated away by redefining the
scalar fields of the Φ and Φ′). With these input parameters, the neutralino mass matrix is given
by
(M(0)/GeV) =

101.56 0 −1.68244 42.061 0 0 0
0 191.8 3.07837 −76.9594 0 0 0
−1.68244 3.07837 0 −904.068 0.0306316 0 0
42.061 −76.9594 −904.068 0 −8.96168 0 0
0 0 0.0306316 −8.96168 1000 −668.938 743.264
0 0 0 0 −668.938 0 1224.7i
0 0 0 0 743.264 1224.7i 0

.
(103)
After diagonalizing the mass matrix above, the masses of the neutralinos and their compositions
are summarized in Table IV.
From Table IV, we note that the additional neutralinos, N˜5,6,7, associated with the U(1)
′
F
symmetry are heavier compared to those (N˜1,2,3,4) that exist in the usual MSSM. These additional
heavy neutralinos are decoupled from the MSSM. Due to this near block diagonal form of the
neutralino mass matrix, the mass spectrum of the light neutralinos N˜1,2,3,4 is very similar to that
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Neutralino Mass (GeV) B˜ W˜ 3 H˜0d H˜
0
u B˜
′ Φ˜ Φ˜′
N˜1 101.20 99.75% 0.01% 0.23% 0.01% 0% 0% 0%
N˜2 189.82 0.01% 99.15% 0.79% 0.05% 0% 0% 0%
N˜3 907.39 0.08% 0.23% 49.65% 50.04% 0% 0% 0%
N˜4 909.69 0.15% 0.62% 49.33% 49.90% 0.01% 0% 0%
N˜5 1042.36 0% 0% 0% 0% 24.60% 38.04% 37.36%
N˜6 1223.47 0% 0% 0% 0% 0.07% 50.92% 49.01%
N˜7 1515.00 0% 0% 0% 0.01% 75.38% 12.08% 12.53%
TABLE IV: Compositions and the mass spectrum of the neutralinos.
Field χ˜±1 u˜L u˜R c˜L c˜R t˜1 t˜2 d˜L d˜R s˜L s˜R b˜1 b˜2
Mass (GeV) 191.14 562.73 545.87 562.72 545.87 375.83 578.91 568.28 545.73 568.27 545.72 389.37 592.14
Filed χ˜±2 e˜L e˜R µ˜L µ˜R τ˜1 τ˜2 ν˜eL ν˜eR ν˜µL ν˜µR ν˜τL ν˜τR
Mass (GeV) 904.73 202.56 144.20 202.56 144.16 120.68 263.61 186.10 195.53 186.08 195.51 180.33 190.46
TABLE V: The mass pectrum of the charginos and sfermions
in the usual MSSM where N˜1 ' B˜, N˜2 ' W˜ 3, N˜3,4 ' 12(H˜0u ± H˜0d), with N˜1 being the lightest
neutralino.
The mass matrix of the chargino is
(M(c)/GeV) =
 191.8 4.353473
108.8370 904.068
 . (104)
The mass spectrum of the charginos and the sfermions is summarized in Table V. The lightest
sfermion in this example is the stau.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a non-universal U(1)′F symmetry combined with MSSM. All gauge
anomaly cancellation conditions in our model are satisfied without exotic fields other than three
right-handed neutrinos. Because all three generations of chiral superfields have different U(1)′F
charges, realistic masses and mixing angles in both the quark and lepton sectors are obtained,
after the U(1)′F symmetry is broken at a low scale. In our model, neutrinos are predicted to be
Dirac fermions and their mass ordering is of the inverted hierarchy type. The U(1)′F charges of
the chiral super-fields also naturally suppress the µ term and automatically forbid baryon number
and lepton number violating operators. Even though all FCNCs constraints in the down quark
24
and charged lepton sectors can be satisfied, we find that constraint from D0 −D0 turns out to be
much more stringent than the constraints from the precision electroweak data.
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Appendix A: Top Quark Rare Decays
The effective four fermion operators that can lead to top quark rare decays are [9],
− Leff = 4GF√
2
∑
m=ψ,χ
(
ρeffJm
2 + 2wJm · J ′m + yJ ′m2
)
(A1)
=
4GF√
2
∑
ψ,χ
∑
i,j,k,l
[
CijklQ
ij
kl + C˜
ij
klQ˜
ij
kl +D
ij
klO
ij
kl + D˜
ij
klO˜
ij
kl
]
,
where Jm and J
′
m are currents that couple to Z and Z
′, respectively, and
Qijkl =
(
ψ¯iγ
µPLψj
)
(χ¯kγµPLχl) , Q˜
ij
kl =
(
ψ¯iγ
µPRψj
)
(χ¯kγµPRχl) , (A2)
Oijkl =
(
ψ¯iγ
µPLψj
)
(χ¯kγµPRχl) , O˜
ij
kl =
(
ψ¯iγ
µPRψj
)
(χ¯kγµPLχl) .
The variables ψ and χ denote the fermionic fields while i, j, k, l are the family indices. The coeffi-
cients for the effective four fermion operators are
Cijkl = ρeffδijδkl
ψL
i 
χL
k + wδij
ψL
i B
χL
kl + wδkl
χL
i B
ψL
ij + yB
ψL
ij B
χL
kl , (A3)
C˜ijkl = ρeffδijδkl
ψR
i 
χR
k + wδij
ψR
i B
χR
kl + wδkl
χR
l B
ψR
ij + yB
ψR
ij B
χR
kl , (A4)
Dijkl = ρeffδijδkl
ψL
i 
χR
k + wδij
ψL
i B
χR
kl + wδkl
χR
l B
ψL
ij + yB
ψL
ij B
χR
kl , (A5)
D˜ijkl = ρeffδijδkl
ψR
i 
χL
k + wδij
ψR
i B
χL
kl + wδkl
χL
l B
ψR
ij + yB
ψR
ij B
χL
kl , (A6)
where ρeff , w, and y are defined as
ρeff = ρ1 cos
2 θ + ρ2 sin
2 θ , ρi =
M2W
M2i cos
2 θw
, (A7)
w =
g2
g1
sin θ cos θ(ρ1 − ρ2) , (A8)
y =
(
g2
g1
)2
(ρ1 sin
2 θ + ρ2 cos
2 θ) , (A9)
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and M1 = MZ and M2 = MZ′ . At the tree level, the decay width of qi → qjψkψ¯l is
Γ(qi → qjψkψ¯l) =
3NckG
2
Fm
5
qi
48pi3
(A10)
×
(
|Cqj qiψk ψl + C
ψk qi
qj ψl
|2 + |C˜qj qiψk ψl + C˜
ψk qi
qj ψl
|2 + |Dqj qiψk ψl |2 + |D
ψk qi
qj ψl
|2 + |D˜qj qiψk ψl |2 + |D˜
ψk qi
qj ψl
|2
)
.
If two fermions in the final state are the same (qj = ψk), we need to take the permutations into
account, which leads to
Γ(qi → qjψkψ¯l) =
3NckG
2
Fm
5
qi
48pi3
(
2|Cqj qiqj ψl |2 + 2|C˜
qj qi
qj ψl
|2 + |Dqj qiqj ψl |2 + |D˜
qj qi
qj ψl
|2
)
. (A11)
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